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A Message 
from the CEO

—Greg Sindelar, CEO

During the legislative interim year in 2022, we fired on all cylinders to ensure that Texas and 
America remain the freest places on Earth. We published volumes of rigorous research, 
assembled coalitions, educated legislators and stakeholders, and further forged a movement 
standing for liberty. 

In the last Texas legislative session, the Texas Public Policy Foundation was directly involved in 
more than 70 pieces of legislation that made Texas more free and prosperous. It was our best 
year yet—and next year will be even better.  

TPPF is all in to enact universal school choice in Texas and we are encouraged by Governor 
Abbott’s historical commitment of support for parental empowerment.  

We’ve built communities of tens of thousands of passionate parents and educators all focused 
on one vitally important goal: improving the quality of our children’s education through 
transparency, respect, and choice.  

We’ve fundamentally changed the conversation on property taxes—this past year, Governor 
Abbott and other members of the legislature committed to using the record budget surplus to 
deliver the largest property tax cut in Texas history.  

TPPF’s litigation Center for the American Future is winning lawsuits that hit back against the 
progressive agenda of the Biden Administration. With every victory, the courts affirm more of 
our rights and further protect our liberties.

We’re charging forward on these issues and so many more. We’ve laid a tremendous foundation 
for the upcoming legislative session. Last session’s successes were great, but we’re ready to 
eclipse them.  

The fight ahead will be hard, but we’re prepared. With the support of people like you—honest, 
hardworking people across Texas and America who value the liberties we were born with—
we’re certain we will win.  

I look forward to reporting next year on what we will accomplish, together. 
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Built for 
Success

A New CEO with Deep Roots  
at the FOundation

In late 2021, former Executive 
Director and Chief Operating 
Officer Greg Sindelar took 
the helm as CEO of TPPF. 
Greg, long a core contributor 
to TPPF’s success and 
growth, now continues to 
lead TPPF in remaining the 
largest and most successful 
state-based think tank in 
the country. 

Strong Leadership with a 
wealth of experience

Along with a change in CEO, 
TPPF elevated Robert Henneke 
to Executive Director and JB 
Horton and Jerome Greener 
to Executive Vice Presidents. 
This strong leadership bench, 
with years of experience in 
policy, litigation, development, 
and community engagement, 
gives TPPF a clear path toward 
future stability and growth.

Diligent Effort to Safeguard 
tExan Values 

In tandem with a renewed 
leadership structure, the TPPF 
team has enhanced our policy 
capabilities, with pioneering 
new campaigns such as Better 
Tech for Tomorrow, and added 
exciting new competencies 
to support drafting stellar 
legislation and to expand 
outreach efforts that engage 
the grassroots. 

2022 Overton Award
Greg Sindelar

Texas has long been a maverick. The Texan spirit of independence, innovation, and self-
reliance is needed to tackle the host of problems facing Texas and America. The Texas 
Public Policy Foundation (TPPF) is built for such times. We’ve reinvigorated our leadership 
and organizational structure to better advance our unswerving mission to keep Texas and 
America the freest places on earth. We’ve made strides throughout 2022 to secure liberty, 
prosperity, and human flourishing in all that we do. Put simply—TPPF is built for success. 

At State Policy Network’s Annual Meeting, 
CEO Greg Sindelar was honored with 
the 2022 Overton Award, an esteemed 
recognition for nonprofit leaders who 
embody the qualities of leadership, 
loyalty, humility, and support for the 
cause of liberty.
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empowering parents
We’re advancing a new era of K-12 education 
policy by promoting universal education 
freedom. Parental empowerment is our highest 
priority for the 88th Texas Legislature.  
Education reform must elevate quality, 
respect, transparency, and choice: the key 
ideals of our  comprehensive campaign 
to educate and persuade lawmakers and 
everyday citizens in 2022. Our efforts have 
earned powerful allies, including Texas 
Governor Greg Abbott and Lieutenant 
Governor Dan Patrick. In August, Governor 
Abbott endorsed key policies aligned with 
our recommendations. The following month, 
TPPF and our allies successfully stopped the 
State Board of Education from adopting 
ideologically driven standards into the state 
curriculum—a major victory. 

TPPF has united and activated an 
unprecedented coalition for education 
freedom. We’ve built a grassroots army 
of over 153,000 activists   for the cause. In 
fourteen events across Texas, our “Parental 
Empowerment Tour” brought together local 
stakeholders in key legislative districts.. 
We’re paving the way to secure and defend 
Texan values in education in 2023 and 
beyond.

Fueling the Future

Life:Powered’s policy solutions and message are 
increasingly necessary as Americans buckle 
under rising fuel costs and limited energy 
supply. Combatting energy discrimination, so-
called “environmental, social, and governance” 
(ESG) investing, is crucial for Texas and beyond. 
Thanks to our efforts, Texas Comptroller Glenn 
Hegar published in August 2022 a list of financial 
companies and investment funds that the State 
of Texas will no longer do business with because 
they discriminate against energy companies—
shielding more than $50 billion in state funds 
from ideologically charged companies. 

Our efforts have been amplified, and several 
states have followed our lead, passing similar ESG 
legislation in Kentucky, Oklahoma, Tennessee, 
and West Virginia. We aim to help at least 15 
states pass bills modeled on our policy this year.

Life:Powered also works to ensure that future 
generations of leaders champion the power 
and potential of American energy through 
our Foundations of Energy curriculum, which 
highlights the importance of fossil fuels for 
human flourishing. 

Our Life:Powered initiative strives to build 
a future of prosperity through reliable, 
affordable energy. 

Life:Powered director Jason Isaac discusses 
failed “green” policies with Jesse Watters.

Mandy Drogin, Next Generation Texas 
campaign manager, sits for an interview in 
TPPF’s new Communications Studio.
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Conservative Texas Budget
Policy centers in multiple 
states have publicized 
conservative, sustainable 
budget proposals 
modeled on the formula pioneered at TPPF 
as the Conservative Texas Budget:

Texas, Alaska, Iowa, Florida, Louisiana, 
Michigan, Montana, South Carolina, Kansas, 
Tennessee, Mississippi, Colorado

Americans for Tax Reform will soon release 
a map with every state’s Sustainable Budget 
based on our approach.

Right on Healthcare
Right On Healthcare, 
our campaign to put 
Americans in charge of 
their own medical decisions and promote 
high quality, affordable care, has helped 
advocate for reforms in:

Texas, Alaska, Indiana, Iowa, Montana, 
Wisconsin

Our Mission Beyond Texas

Life:Powered
States are proposing 
and enacting reforms 
modeled on legislation 
pioneered by TPPF and 
carried forward by a national coalition 
working to fight woke capitalism have been 
passed or introduced.

Passed: Texas, Kentucky, Oklahoma, 
Tennessee, West Virginia

Introduced: Arkansas, Florida, Indiana, 
Iowa, Missouri, Montana, Oregon, Nebraska, 
Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, 
South Carolina, Virginia, Washington

Right on Crime
Right On Crime operates 
in Washington, D.C. and 
the following states:

Texas, Arizona, Florida, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, 
Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia

States across the 
nation are working with 
the Texas Public Policy 
Foundation to follow 
our lead on key policy 
issues that will improve 
life for all Americans.

See how we helped 
change the face of 
America in 2022.
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Applying 
conservative 
principles 
to criminal 
justice policy 
is vital.
Read our statement of principles.

Texas - ROC’s executive director Brett Tolman 
was appointed as the only non-legislator 
member to the Texas House Interim Study 
Committee on Criminal Justice Reform by 
House Speaker Dade Phelan. 

Oklahoma - Due to ROC’s efforts, Oklahoma 
passed a clean slate expungement program 
that allows individuals with a criminal 
background to expunge their criminal record 
if they meet certain standards for good 
behavior; expungement allows better access 
to jobs and housing and reduces recidivism. 

Restoring Justice

Reining In Big Tech

Right On Crime, our criminal justice campaign, championed 
policy solutions in states across the country.

TPPF launched our Better Tech for Tomorrow campaign to 
address emerging challenges presented by technology policy.

Right on Crime (ROC) works at the state and federal levels 
to improve public safety, restore victims, reform offenders, 
and lower taxpayer costs.  Our policy analysts, attorneys, 
and subject matter experts are present in thirteen states, 
with a growing presence in Washington, D.C. ROC’s broad 
geographical reach and expertise have allowed us to 
advocate for evidence-based policies across the country 
and increasingly at the federal level. 

Also, in 2022, ROC launched the Prosecutorial Innovation 
Project to support innovations in prosecutors’ offices 
around the nation that keep communities safe while 
reducing incarceration.

The proliferation of technology presents a new frontier for 
TPPF to leverage its expertise in research, outreach, and 
messaging—ensuring that the future of Texas remains bright. 
TPPF will define conservative solutions to new challenges that 
technology presents, fight back against the abuse of user 
data by Big Tech, and promote responsible innovation. 

In 2022, our research focused on issues such as consumer 
data privacy, promoting broadband expansion in rural Texas, 
and requiring social media age verification to stop tech 
companies exploiting children to peddle a harmful product.

The Right On Crime team from all 
over the country pictured together 
at TPPF’s headquarters.
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Prepared for 
the Future 
TPPF has identified new tools and new opportunities in our fight for freedom. Our video 
production center, litigation efforts, public outreach campaign, and youth outreach programs 
allow TPPF to be at the tip of the spear in securing a brighter, freer future in the 88th Texas 
Legislature and beyond.  

Telling the Truth Boldly
Our filmmaking engages, educates, and 
inspires an ever-growing audience with 
stories both timely and timeless. 

Visual media is a vital tool in the fight to 
preserve American and Texan history, identity, 
and values. Our video productions reach new 
audiences while further engaging our existing 
supporters. Our Forging Texas history series 
presents the inspiring story of Texas’ history in 
exquisite detail. In November, TPPF premiered 
the series at the Bullock Texas State History 
Museum IMAX Theater—a sold-out event, 
with nearly 300 people in attendance. 

Beyond Forging Texas, video products 
like Quick Takes videos and our mini-
documentary on homelessness, provide 
digestible, humanizing content to touch 
hearts and minds. 

Defending the Constitution
Our litigation center boldly upholds liberty 
and the separation of powers through 
legal opposition to government overreach 
at every level.

Our growing team of lawyers within TPPF’s 
Center for the American Future, housed in a 
newly built-out fifth floor, has secured historic 
victories for Texans and Americans. CAF won 
the initial injunction stopping Biden’s private 
employer vaccine mandate; CAF received the 
State Policy Network’s award for defending 
Americans harmed by the mandate. In 
October, CAF argued alongside the Texas 
Attorney General’s office before the Fifth Circuit 
in defense of Texas’ election integrity bills. CAF’s 
expanded team allows for new defenses of 
liberty—like our lawsuit defending the Second 
Amendment against unconstitutional actions 
by the federal ATF agency. CAF’s Seafreeze 
lawsuit fighting proposed offshore windfarms 
was recently featured on the front page of the 
New York Times .

The Forging Texas 
series continues 
to produce new 
episodes.

To see photos from 
the premier of our 
completed videos 
in the series, see 
page 11. 
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Activating Texas Citizens
To build and engage Texans in our fight for 
liberty in the 88th Texas Legislature, TPPF 
employs a sophisticated public outreach 
strategy.

TPPF recognizes that elected leaders are 
more responsive to adopting policy solutions 
when they know their constituents already 
support reform. So TPPF is employing a 
sophisticated, targeted grassroots cam-
paign to secure our legislative goals in Texas, 
especially education freedom. 

TPPF uses varied communication and 
outreach strategies, such as online 
messaging, traditional commentary, social 
media outreach, livestreams, podcasts, 
billboards, and radio, to recruit Texans to our 
cause. 

Moreover, TPPF has held events in important 
legislative districts to connect stakeholders 
with our reforms. These efforts have allowed 
TPPF to engage over 153,000 grassroots 
activists  in our parental empowerment fight. 

This motivated cohort will be called upon 
to take action and contact their legislators 
during the 88th Texas Legislature: one of 
our most potent weapons in the fight for 
freedom in Texas.

Training Tomorrow’s Leaders
We’re reaching young Texans with powerful 
messages to ensure a bright future for 
generations of Texans to come.
To cultivate young Texans is to forge the 
future of the conservative movement and 
bolster our heritage of freedom. In 2022, TPPF 
inaugurated the Richardson Youth Liberty 
Fellowship for high school students with 
a nine-week program on policy process, 
professional and personal development, 
and foundational conservative readings. 

TPPF also continued its internship program 
and the Liberty Leadership Council, which 
launched its eighth location in Tyler, Texas, 
in 2022.

I loved having 
the chance 
to work with 
people my age 
who share my 
interests and 
values.
—Quote from a student participant

Ten students were selected as the 
inaugural Fellows, pictured above with 
TPPF staff.

The Hon. Ron Simmons, Rep. Dustin 
Burrows, and Rep. Greg Bonnen speak 
about education reform in Texas.
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Looking for the 
latest updates on 
the issues that 
matter most?

Visit our site for 
news and analysis:

The Cannon Online

by the numbers
Our message is reaching more people on more platforms than ever before

The Cannon Online exists to help promote the ideas 
that will help keep Texas Texan, and help keep 
America the most free and most prosperous nation 
in the history of the world.

Through our efforts, grassroots activists 
and Texas patriots continue to rely on our 
expertise in 2022 ahead of the 88th Legislative 
Session. These individuals looked to TPPF for 
guidance on Texas’s greatest challenges and 
pathways to communicate with lawmakers. 

Many lawmakers themselves participated in 
our work throughout the year. TPPF is able to 
convene public officials and engaged citizens 
to coalesce around the causes that keep Texas 
Texan. Take a look at how we continue to drive 
the conversation in Texas.

 from 2021
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forging texas
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20th Annual 
Policy Orientation 
Convening Texas and America’s most influential 
leaders to discuss the most pressing issues.
Our 20th Policy Orientation featured 
panelists and speakers offering a wide 
range of perspectives on timely, poignant 
issues facing Texas and the nation: the 
border crisis, COVID-19 policy, parental 
empowerment reform, energy, and more. 
We welcomed almost 1,200 attendees 
including legislators, legislative staff, donors, 
grassroots activists, and media. Keynote 
speakers included Gov. Greg Abbott, Lt. Gov. 
Dan Patrick, Attorney General Ken Paxton, 
U.S. Senator Ted Cruz, and U.S. Senator John 
Cornyn. During the event, TPPF articulated 
our legislative agenda for the 88th Texas 
Legislature and educated attendees, online 
and in person, on our solutions. Our impact 
is clear: Governor Abbott publicly endorsed 
both our education freedom and property 
tax relief goals after the conference. 

verbiage

Events and 
Engagement 
A fundamental component of the mission of TPPF is engaging with citizens and policymakers 
through events that disseminate data and provide a forum that allows individuals to voice 
their priorities and concerns. TPPF hosts various in-person events, livestreams, engagement 
dinners, awards dinners, and an annual three-day conference that is the largest conservative 
policy conference in the nation.

For 20 years, Policy Orientation has 
served to “orient” the Texas legislature 
with our policy agenda. Over time, the 
event has evolved into much more 
than an orientation, as TPPF now works 
with policymakers on our reforms year-
round. To reflect this evolution, TPPF 
is proud to unveil our conference as 
the newly reinvigorated Texas Policy 
Summit (TPS).

Like Policy Orientation, TPS will cultivate 
informed, active citizens through policy 
debate and connect participants with 
a broad network of thought leaders. 

Texas Policy Summit will be held March 
1-3, 2023, with Texas Independence 
Day appropriately at its center. 

www.TexasPolicySummit.com

Policy Orientation is now  
the Texas Policy Summit

Have a look at 
the excitement 
of 2022’s event 
in the photo 
spread on the 
next page!
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Engagement and awards 
dinners allow our team and 
supporters to celebrate 
our greatest accomplish-
ments and commemorate 
our many supporters whose 
service inspires others to 
help advance our shared 
values in Texas and beyond. 

Our achievements would not be possible without the 
vision and fortitude of our supporters:

In all of these celebrations, 
we recommit to the endur-
ing principles of liberty and 
personal responsibility, pre-
senting our work to longtime 
friends and newcomers who 
want to champion these 
principles in their own lives. 

The Veteran 
Vanguard Tour
Uniting veteran enlistees and 
officers in our mission.

In 2022, TPPF launched its 
Veteran Vanguard tour to 
engage more of our nation’s 
heroes with our shared 
mission. Veterans’ voices are 
valuable on a diverse array of 
issues, from border security to 
limited government. Through 
these events, veterans can 
leave their thumbprint on 
Texas policy and continue 
defending the values of 
Texas and America.

Engagement Dinners 
and Awards Dinners
Celebrating what makes Texas 
and America exceptional.  

In 2022, TPPF held awards 
dinners in San Antonio, in 
Midland, and in Houston, 
where we presented awards 
to honored patriots such as 
former congressman, the 
Honorable Lamar Smith, 
Olga and Joe San Miguel, 
Dennis Johnson, and Nina 
and Edd Hendee (honorees 
pictured at right). 

TPPF is thankful for the 
model of leadership and 
stewardship of these 
inspiring individuals.

Nina and Edd 
Hendee

Dennis 
Johnson

Joe and Olga 
San Miguel

Hon. Lamar 
Smith

Laura Ingraham speaking at the Houston Awards Dinner.
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Funding Freedom
TPPF’s many victories of 2022 and our ongoing success would be impossible without the 
generosity of our supporters. TPPF is thankful for the investment of our donors which sustains 
our cutting-edge research, legislative engagement, public outreach, and inspiring storytelling.

Top conservative leaders from Texas and around the country 
joined TPPF’s annual major donor retreat, Victory Summit. 
Victory Summit was held at the beautiful Hyatt Regency 
Lost Pines Resort and Spa. Speakers and panelists included 
Honorable Mark Meadows, Senator Mike Lee, Honorable Brooke 
Rollins, Dr. Kevin Roberts, Lieutenant Governor Dan Patrick, 
and Attorney General William Barr. This exclusive event for 
our highest-level donors allowed for intimate, strategically 
important conversations about the most significant fights 
facing Texas and America. 

The third annual Victory Summit will be held this fall at the 
Hyatt Regency Hill Country resort in San Antonio, Texas.

Attendance at this intimate major donor gathering is by 
invitation only. To learn more, contact Annie Casteel at 
(512) 615-7982 or acasteel@texaspolicy.com.

September  
14-16, 2023
San Antonio

2nd Annual Victory summit
TPPF annual premier donor retreat focuses on forging the 
future of the republic.
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Building Out the 
TPPF Headquarters
TPPF’s edifice of freedom has now been 
completed with the J.E. and L.E. Mabee 
Foundation Floor.

With a growing demand to expand our 
team of professionals who address scores 
of public policy issues through our research, 
advocacy, and litigation efforts, TPPF 
undertook the construction of our unfinished 
fifth floor in our Texas headquarters. 

During this process, TPPF sought to build 
upon more than brick and mortar by 
fortifying future conservative leaders. The 
fifth floor houses 19 offices, three cubicle 
spaces, a break room and catering kitchen, 
a law clerk office, an executive conference 
room, a meeting room, and significant 
storage space. The fifth floor also provides 
the additional space needed to build out our 
litigation arm. 

In addition, the fifth-floor buildout also 
afforded an opportunity to refurbish our 
communications studio to meet our growing 
demand for in-house content production; 
our communications suite was converted 
into a state-of-the-art facility where 
interviews, livestream video events, and 
other media productions can be held. 

As the conservative movement continues 
to face obstacles communicating through 
traditional media outlets, TPPF’s refined 
communications and media capabilities will 
ensure robust engagement with citizens and 
lawmakers.

In addition to our efforts to build out our 
Austin headquarters, TPPF also maintains 
an office in Washington, D.C. which allows 
TPPF to continue to influence the national 
conversation and inject our state-centered 
reforms into the national conversation. With 
the completion of the fifth floor and our 
maintained presence in Washington, D.C., 
TPPF has expanded its ability to press the 
case for liberty in Texas and nationwide. 

Our ribbon-cutting 
ceremony unveiled 
the new fifth floor in 
fall of 2022.

Conducting an interview in the new 
Communications studio.
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Legacy 
The Lone Star Legacy Society ensures that future generations enjoy the blessings of Texan 
values and heritage.
The Lone Star Legacy Society honors 
individuals and families who are making 
long term financial plans with TPPF. TPPF 
is honored by its members who direct 
available resources to TPPF because of their 
dedication to our shared ideals and our 
desire to preserve the American Dream and 
the Texan way of life for future generations. 

By joining the Lone Star Legacy Society, 
members protect what they have worked so 
hard to earn and direct their estate in a way 
that preserves their values. Lone Star Legacy 
Society members are recognized with the 
full benefits of our most generous donors. 
We also provide anonymity to members, at 
their request.

list of benefits

permanent recognition on the Legacy Society wall in TPPF’s 
headquarters building

special recognition at events and in printed materials

invitations to exclusive events with priority seating

priority communication with TPPF’s leadership

The deep satisfaction of helping secure a free and prosperous 
Texas for future generations

Financials 
The generosity of our donors makes TPPF’s victories possible. Thank you to All who Give.

Donors who give less than 
$1,000 per year constituted 
more than 90% of our nearly 
5,946 supporters in 2022. 
We rely on the generosity of 
thousands of patriots.

For donors giving less than a 
thousand dollars per year, the 
average annual contribution 
was $86 dollars spread across 
3 manageable gifts. Every gift 
makes a difference.

2022 Expenses Donors by Level Average Giving

Policy and communications 
make up the majority of our 
work, while TPPF dedicates 
roughly a quarter of our 
total expenses to expanding 
capacity for the future.

Policy 
65.2%

Comms 
10.6%

Development
15.6%

Operations
10.6%

Less than $1,000
91.3%

$1,000 or MOre
8.7%

$86
3 Gifts

totaling
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Top Ten Priorities of our Liberty Action Agenda
TPPF released our Liberty Action Agenda (LAA) for the 88th Texas Legislature in January 2022. This early 
release affords us the maximum amount of time to educate policymakers and rally support around 
these critical reforms:

1. Put parents in control of their child’s education. Parents should be the ultimate decision 
maker when it comes to the best education for their child. To empower parents, Texas should make 
school curriculums transparent and demand that school officials treat parents’ legitimate concerns 
with respect. Texas must hold its education system accountable for the quality of the education it 
provides and remove the barriers that limit where parents can choose to send their kids to school.

2. Pass a conservative Texas budget. The state budget should not grow faster than Texans’ ability to 
pay for it. Texas should limit the total budget to a maximum of population growth plus inflation so that 
we can keep spending in check and return excess funds to taxpayers.  

3. Eliminate property taxes. Texas can eliminate property taxes by phasing in a buydown using 
surplus state revenue and redesigning the system to raise revenue with a broader sales tax base.

4. Prohibit tax dollars from funding lobbyists. The Texas Legislature should ban the practice to 
ensure that Texans do not fund the special interests that work against the taxpayers’ interests.

5. Secure the integrity of election results. Texas should continue to improve its system for 
collecting and counting votes to ensure only legal votes are accepted, fundamental democratic rights 
are protected, and violations of election law are fully prosecuted.

6. Reform foster care licensing and regulation. Ensuring that no Texas child enters foster care 
without a safe, supportive home to go to will require the legislature to reform standards governing the 
licensing and oversight of community-based foster care service providers.

7. Prohibit municipal regulation of greenhouse gases. The State of Texas should have sole 
regulatory authority over greenhouse gas emissions to preempt municipal overreach, restore 
regulatory certainty, and protect Texans’ pocketbooks from activist city councils.

8. Raise the burden of proof in civil asset forfeiture proceedings. Current civil asset forfeiture 
law now endangers individual rights and the integrity of law enforcement. Texas should raise the 
burden of proof in these proceedings.

9. Conduct state agency efficiency audits. Efficiency audits are deep investigations that determine 
whether taxpayer dollars spent by the agency are achieving desired outcomes. Texas should require 
that every state agency undergo a regular efficiency audit to improve services provided to Texans 
while reducing waste and saving taxpayer dollars.

10. Give patients pricing information prior to scheduled services. Texas should make it mandatory 
for medical providers to give patients the price for non-emergency procedures and treatments before 
performing them.

To ensure the flourishing of Texans during the next quarter-century, TPPF was hard at 
work in 2022 and will continue to fight for these bold policy proposals that embody the 
Texas ideal. To see our full Liberty Action Agenda online, scan the QR code at right.
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